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Singapore is an island country on the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula resting peacefully
between the South China Sea and the Indian Ocean. The main island in Singapore is encircles by
other smaller inlets. For this reason Singapore is also Known as the â€œGarland of Islandsâ€•, in total
Singapore comprise of about sixty three islands connected together with the help of bridges and
waterways. The population of Singapore is dominated by the Chinese, Thais, Indians, Malays,
Filipinos and other ethnic groups peacefully co- existing with each other. The main course of income
in Singapore is tourism and you will find diverse tourist attractions in and around the island of
Singapore.

The first attraction of Singapore Tour Package is the Botanical Garden. Singapore is considered as
a â€œgarden city stateâ€• of the world. The Botanical Garden is of splendid beauty which has escaped the
wrath of modernisation. The spacious garden mesmerizes visitors with its natural allure blended
together with great landscape and savoir-faire gardening. The garden features a rare collection of
plants, flowers, beautiful lakes, animals. The national Orchid Garden is part of the Singapore
Botanical Garden, the collection of orchids and hybrids will blow your mind off. The garden is truly a
photographerâ€™s paradise and hallmark of the Singapore city.

The Singapore Zoo commonly known by the name Mandai Zoo is a home of many wild species. The
Mandai Zoo is the largest captive outlets of the orangutans in the world. The Zoo was established in
27th June in the year 1973. The total land area of the zoo is twenty eight hectares and the annual
inflow of visitor is around 1.6 millions. There are about 2530 animals and 315 species present in the
zoo today. Some of the fascination wild species are white tigers, mandrill, spider monkey, tapirs,
polar bear, flamingos, kangaroos and others.

The unique feature of the Singapore zoo is the Night Safari. Singapore Night Safari is the first
nocturnal zoo in Asia. The Night safari is a part of the Singapore Zoo established in the year 1994.
You can explore the Night safari through three distinctive trails- the Leopard Trails, Forest Giant
Trails and the tram trail. The animals are display with the help of artificial light which acts as
moonlight. It is very important to keep a safe distance from the wild species. There are hidden
barriers, moats, and glass that help you to maintain the distance from the wild beasts.

Creatures of the Night Show are entertainment of half hour where the star animals, leaves you spell
bound with their voracious and endurance skills. The Night Safari displays wild species from seven
geographical regions of the World which are the Himalayan Foothills, Nepal River valley, Indian
Subcontinent, Equatorial Africa, Indo- Malayan Region, Asian Reverine Forest and the Burmese
Hills.

Singapore is a hub of adventure activities whether it is land, water or air. Some of the adrenal
rushing adventure retreats are zorbing, luge and skyride, laser clay shooting, scuba diving,
snorkelling, cable skiing and the flying trapeze.  Thanks to Singapore tourism for maintaining and
preserving the goodwill of Singapore. The citizens of Singapore are guided by a strict code of
conduct; therefore the city is free from hassles. Visit the Clean Singapore and come back with a
phenomenal experience.
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Rama Shankar is an eminent analyst and writer in Travel & Tours related topics. He has authored
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